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Introduction
Bay Adapt is a geospatial 
analysis of the San Francisco 
Bay shoreline to inform sea 
level rise adaptation strategy 
decisions at the regional and local 
level. The project divided the entire coastline 
into 100-ft segments and classified each based 
on edge condition, slope, exposure to wave action, 
and adjacent land use. The project sought to emulate 
a similar analysis that was carried out in 2013 by NYC 
Planning for New York City - Urban Waterfront Adaptive 
Strategies (UWAS). This study includes detailed information 
on the suitability of various physical adaptation strategies 
to different shore types. By using similar variables to classify 
the San Francisco Bay shoreline, the applicability of these 
recommendations to the Bay Area context can be tested. 
While UWAS’s project team manually classified each portion 
of New York’s shoreline, Bay Adapt automated the analysis in 
GIS using publicly available data.

The primary goal of Bay Adapt is to bridge the gap between subregional vulnerability studies and site-level 
infrastructure design. The dataset produced by this project can be used by planners in coastal communities 
throughout the Bay Area to assess what physical adaptation strategies are most likely to be applicable to their 
respective shorelines. Bay Adapt is not an attempt to prescribe adaptation strategies in specific locations. It is 
instead intended to inform conversations about which strategies to study further at the site level.

In a later stage, the Bay Adapt dataset will be developed into a web-based interactive mapping tool that 
will allow users to explore strategy recommendations for different stretches of shoreline alongside maps of 
inundation scenarios, social vulnerability, and critical infrastructure. The methodology described in this report can 
also be used to create similar shoreline typology datasets for other coastal urban regions in the United States. 

In summary, Bay Adapt had the following objectives:

1) Classify the San Francisco Bay shoreline into types comparable to NYC’s UWAS so that the previous 
study’s physical adaptation applicability ratings can be applied

2) Test the suitability of the UWAS methodology and applicability ratings to the San Francisco Bay 
Area. 

3) Automate the GIS analysis so that it can be easily replicated in other areas with publicly available 
data

4. Create the input dataset for an interactive tool that will inform coastal adaptation in the Bay Area
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Existing Adaptation Efforts in the San Francisco Bay Area
Adapting the San Francisco Bay shoreline to sea level rise is an overwhelming task for many reasons. Although 
it is a regional issue, local governments and counties have the most power to make the necessary investments, 
but they lack funding, technical expertise, and coordination capacity. The uncertainty surrounding sea level rise 
projections added to the complexity of assessing vulnerability makes prioritizing adaptation actions very difficult. 
The long time frame and complex nature of the problem make it hard to instill a sense of urgency in the public 
that is necessary to make beginning adaptation in earnest politically feasible. 

Fortunately, there is a large and expanding body of studies being carried out by planners and researchers 
who are intent on preparing Bay Area communities for the inevitability of sea level rise. An extensive literature 
review is not within the scope of this project, but in summary this existing work can be categorized into three 
broad groups. Regional planning support tools, such as the Our Coast Our Future’s interactive inundation maps or 
BCDC’s Adapting to Rising Tides Portfolio seek to provide resources for future adaptation and implementation. 
Vulnerability assessments, such as BCDC’s Hayward Shoreline Resilience Study or the recently released San 
Mateo County Sea Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment perform the important task of identifying what assets, 
services, and communities are at risk (ART, 2015). Subregional adaptation plans, including the Army Corps 
of Engineer’s South San Francisco Bay Shoreline Study and the SAFER Bay Project move the ball forward by 
recommending specific actions, such as levee alignments and marsh restoration (US Army Corps of Engineers, 
2015) (SF JPA, 2016).

Right now the focus is correctly on assessing vulnerability and developing the data and procedural best practices 
that will lay the groundwork for future adaptation actions. Eventually, however, coastal adaptation efforts in the 
Bay Area need to progress to the stage of actual infrastructure design. The scale and sheer number of necessary 
adaptation projects will be overwhelming for many coastal communities with limited budgets and technical 
expertise. Conversations about protective infrastructure design are limited because there is little accessible 
information on the applicability of specific physical adaptation strategies to different shoreline types (Lowe, 
2016). Studies that do make specific recommendations, such the previously mentioned US Army Corps South San 
Francisco Bay Shoreline Study, can take years and require millions of dollars in funding. 
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Figure 1: Existing Bay Area SLR Adaptation Studies vs Bay Adapt
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Bay Adapt seeks to bridge the gap between vulnerability assessment and infrastructure design. By categorizing 
the shoreline into an intuitive series of types and linking those types to applicability ratings for physical 
adaptation strategies, the project has created a tool that streamlines the task of narrowing down which 
strategies to pursue further at the site level.

Precedent: NYC Urban Waterfront Adaptive Strategies
Bay Adapt relies heavily on an existing precedent study, Urban 
Waterfront Adaptive Strategies (UWAS), carried out by NYC 
Planning in 2013. The report is intended to be a one-stop sea level 
rise adaptation manual for New York City. It compiles all sorts of 
relevant information into one document for planners and policymakers, 
including climate change scenarios, tide and wave action vocabulary, 
and explanations of the different coastal hazards.

Most importantly, UWAS contains a detailed discussion of the pros and 
cons of 29 different physical adaptation responses. The adaptation 
responses are separated into in-water strategies (such as breakwaters, 
artificial reefs, and constructed wetlands), shoreline strategies 
(including seawalls, levees, and dunes), upland strategies (including 
elevation of streets and strategic retreat), and site-strategies for new 
and existing construction. 

The next component of the study is a coastal morphology analysis that 
categorized the entire New York shoreline into different types based on edge condition, geomorphology/slope, 
and exposure to wave action. UWAS also developed a land use typology. The study did not classify the entire 
shoreline based on land use, but selected and examined a few representative case study areas.

The real value of the these typologies is their connection to the physical adaptation responses. For each coastal 
morphology type, the “likely applicability” of in-water, shoreline, and upland adaptation strategies were rated 
on a scale of 1 to 3. For each land use type, the likely applicability of site and building-level strategies was 
rated. The study authors were careful not to make the applicability ratings prescriptive. They acknowledged the 
complexity of making infrastructure decisions and only intended the analysis to suggest which strategies are most 
likely to warrant further study, and which strategies are unlikely to be applicable to a particular physical context. 
For each coastal morphology type, there are several options that are considered suitable. For a full list of 
adaptation options and their applicability to different shore types, please see the Physical Adaptation Strategy 
Matrix below.

Bay Adapt’s typology analysis was designed to arrive at similar types as UWAS to ensure that the applicability 
ratings would be transferable. However, the methodology was updated in a few ways that did not alter the 
typology. First, the UWAS project team assigned types to each stretch of shoreline manually. This was a very time 
intensive process that makes replicating the study in other contexts contingent on funding and capacity. Because 
of this, the UWAS study only assigned land use typologies to a few representative case study areas rather than 
the entire shoreline. Bay Adapt developed a GIS methodology to automate the typology analysis, enabling one 
researcher to classify all 33,392 shoreline segments, including by land use type. Another update was the use 
of elevation data to classify slope. UWAS used USDA Soil Survey data as a proxy for slope, rather than using 
real elevation data. Rather than repeating this, Bay Adapt assigned slope classifications directly from a digital 
elevation model. Finally, UWAS’s land use typology did not include open space or infrastructure, which both 
make up large portions of the San Francisco Bay shoreline.
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Methodology
Bay Adapt classified the entire San Francisco Bay shoreline in 100-ft segments into types based on four 
variables: edge condition, exposure to wave action, mean inland slope, and most prevalent adjacent land 
use. Each variable was split into 2-6 categories that were designed to match the categories in NYC’s Urban 
Waterfront Adaptive Strategies (UWAS), in order to enable the application of UWAS’s strategy applicability 
ratings to the San Francisco Bay shoreline. Edge condition, exposure to wave action, and mean inland slope 
were combined into a coastal morphology typology, with types that corresponded to the coastal types for which 
UWAS rated the applicability of upland, shoreline, and in-water adaptation strategies. Categories for most 
predominant land use for each shoreline segment corresponded to the land use categories for which UWAS 
rated the applicability of site and building adaptation strategies.

It is important to emphasize that this analysis did not simply copy the method used by UWAS. It used the same 
variables and category definitions, but while the UWAS project team assigned shoreline types to each stretch of 
shoreline manually, this study developed a series of GIS tools and methods to automate the entire process, using 
data that is either widely available, or could easily be created for a new study area. 

The following sections will give an overview of each variable and its data source, provide definitions for the 
possible categories within them, and then describe in detail the methodology for obtaining each. All geospatial 
analysis was conducted using ArcGIS 10.4.1 with the Spatial Analyst extension. 

EDGE CONDITION

Applicability ratings for In Water, Shoreline, and Upland Strategies Applicability ratings for Site Strategies

IN WATER SHORELINE UPLAND

WAVE ACTION SLOPE

LAND USE

COASTAL MORPHOLOGY TYPOLOGY LAND USE TYPOLOGY

Figure 2: Methodology Overview
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Edge Condition
This variable refers to the physical attributes of the existing shoreline. Each 
shoreline segment was classified as a natural edge, soft modified edge, or 
hard modified edge. 

Data Source
San Francisco Estuary Institute - Shoreline Inventory (SFEI, 2016)

Method
SFEI’s shoreline inventory is a polyline shapefile that categorized 
the entire San Francisco Bay shoreline into 9 different types, using 
aerial imagery, digital elevation models derived from USGS LiDAR, 
and expert interviews. This project used a version of the SFEI dataset 
modified by Daniella Hirschfield, a PhD candidate in the UC Berkeley 
Department of Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning. This 
version had already been split into 100 ft segments, with each segment 
assigned overtopping heights for various sea level rise and storm surge 
scenarios based on the maps developed by Our Coast Our Future using the USGS 
Coastal Storm Modeling System. The overtopping heights did not inform the typology analysis, but they 
enabled the dataset to be filtered by SLR scenarios in later stages of analysis. Although the complete 
SFEI dataset inventoried multiple layers of the coastline (for example, a beach, then an earthen berm 
behind it, then a floodwall fronting an urban region much further back), this analysis was confined to the 
segments within the dataset that were labeled as “first line of defense” or wetland on bay shore”. 
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Figure 3: Coastal Morphology Typology Analysis Flow Chart
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In order to arrive at edge condition categories that were comparable to UWAS, the nine categories in 
the SFEI were simplified into three--natural edges, soft modified edges, and hard modified edges. The 
definitions of the original SFEI edge types included in each of the three categories are described below:

Category Definitions
All definitions are adapted from SFEI’s shoreline inventory documentation (SFEI, 2017):

Natural Edges
Natural Shoreline - The edge of predominantly natural land (e.g., cliffs, bluffs) were mapped as 

natural shoreline at the first major slope break along the Bay shoreline
Wetland - The edge of wetlands were mapped corresponding to the marsh edge scarp in the 

DEM. 

Soft Modified Edges
Berm (unfortified) - A raised feature that was created without specific engineering for flood risk 

management. Berms were considered ‘unfortified’ if they were not hardened with concrete, rip 
rap, or buttressing.

Engineered Levee (unfortified) - Features were designated as ‘Engineered’ if a they were 
accredited, or once accredited, by FEMA or a city, county, or agency representative confirmed 
that the levee had been engineered for flood protection. Generally these features have two 
slopes and a classic levee shape, but in some cases engineered levees only had one slope. 
Engineered levees were considered ‘unfortified’ if they were not hardened with concrete, 
riprap, or buttressing.

Embankment (unfortified) -  Features which only have one sloped side and are inland of the Bay 
shoreline were classified as embankments. Embankments were considered ‘unfortified’ if they 
were not hardened with concrete, riprap, or buttressing.

Hardened Modified Edges
Floodwall - Narrow, hardened, man made structures with two distinct sides
Berm (fortified) - A raised feature that was created without specific engineering for flood risk 

management. Berms were considered ‘fortified’ if they were hardened with concrete, riprap, 
or buttressing.

Engineered Levee (fortified) - Features were designated as ‘Engineered’ if a they were 
accredited, or once accredited, by FEMA or a city, county, or agency representative confirmed 
that the levee had been engineered for flood protection. Generally these features have 
two slopes, a classic levee shape, but in some cases engineered levees only had one slope. 
Engineered levees were considered fortified if they were hardened with concrete, riprap, or 
buttressing.

Embankment (fortified) - Features which only have one sloped side and are inland of the Bay 
shoreline were classified as embankments. Embankments were considered fortified if they 
were hardened with concrete, riprap, or buttressing.

Shoreline Protection Structure - Features which only have one sloped side, often protecting an 
area of fill and located in areas of heavy development along the Bay shoreline. 

Transportation Structure - The edge (or centerline of narrower structures) of a railroad track or a 
major road
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Exposure to Wave Action
This variable refers to the presence of strong wave action during storm conditions. Each shoreline segment was 
classified as either exposed or sheltered.

Data Source
FEMA - Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FEMA, 2015)
City and County of San Francisco - Preliminary Flood Rate Insurance Map (CCSF, 2016)

Method
FEMA produces Flood Rate Insurance Maps (FIRMS) for 
every community in the United States that participates in the 
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). These maps are 
primarily used to determine flood insurance and building 
code requirements. FIRMs categorize land area into different 
zones based on flood risk. For example, Zone A indicates 
a region that will be inundated during a 100-Year flood 
event (1% annual chance of flooding) and Zone B indicates 
areas that will be inundated during a 500-year flood event. 
Coastal V Zones and Coastal VE Zones are within the 100-
year floodplain and have an additional hazard associated 
with storm waves. Digitized FIRMS were available for all Bay 
Area counties except for San Francisco, which is currently undergoing an FIRM update process. For San 
Francisco, a copy of the preliminary updated FIRM was obtained, digitized, and merged with the official 
FIRMs for the other 8 countries. Once the FIRMS were joined, all shoreline segments within 150 ft of a 
Coastal V Zone or Coastal VE Zone were categorized as exposed, and the rest were categorized as 
sheltered. UWAS also determined exposure to wave action using FEMA FIRMs. 

Category Definitions
All definitions are adapted from FEMA’s official Flood Rate Insurance Map documentation (FEMA, 2017).

Exposed
Coastal V Zones - Coastal areas with a 1% or greater chance of flooding and an additional 
hazard associated with storm waves, but no detailed analysis to determine flood elevations 
has been conducted. These areas have a 26% chance of flooding over the life of a 30-year 
mortgage.
Coastal VE Zones - Coastal areas with a 1% or greater chance of flooding and an additional 
hazard associated with storm waves. These areas have a 26% chance of flooding over the life of 
a 30-year mortgage. Base flood elevations derived from detailed analyses are shown at selected 
intervals within these zones.

Sheltered
Zone A - Areas with a 1% annual chance of flooding and a 26% chance of flooding over the life 
of a 30-year mortgage, but no additional hazard associated with storm waves.
Zone B - Area of moderate flood hazard, usually the area between the limits of the 100-year 
and 500-year floods.
Zone C - Area of minimal flood hazard, usually depicted on FIRMs as above the 500-year flood 
level
Zone D - Areas with possible but undetermined flood hazards.
Zone X - area determined to be outside the 500-year flood and protected by levees from the 
100-year flood.
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Mean Inland Slope
This variable refers to the mean slope of the land within 800 feet of the centerpoint of each shoreline segment. 
Each segment was categorized as having a gentle slope, a medium slope, or a steep slope. 

Data Source
USGS - 1/3 arc-sec 10m resolution digital elevation models (USGS, 2017)

Method
The challenge for this portion of the analysis was to extract a measure of slope for each shoreline 
segment starting with an elevation dataset in a way that could be applied to the entire San Francisco Bay 
without overtaxing the processing capabilities of available computers. The obvious way to perform this 
type of analysis for a smaller area would have been to create a vector buffer around the centerpoint 
of each shoreline segment and then measure the mean of the raster-based slope model. However, due 
to the sheer number of shoreline segments (33,392 in total), this method repeatedly crashed ArcGIS, 
even on high-performance computers with quad-core processors and 16GB of dedicated RAM. Splitting 
the shoreline segment dataset into smaller portions and iterating the process was just as overtaxing. 
After trying several methods, raster-based processing using the Spatial Analyst tool Focal Statistics was 
found to yield the best results. This technique is similar to that employed by USGS’s report on coastal 
vulnerability on the Gulf Coast, but adapted to reflect the smaller study area and the development of 
more advanced GIS tools (Theiler & Hammar-Klose, 2000). 

The initial input was a digital elevation model (DEM) of the entire San Francisco Bay Area created from 
tiling smaller DEMs obtained from USGS. A DEM is raster image assigned geographic coordinates where 
the value of each pixel corresponds to the elevation in that location. In the this case, the pixels were 10 
meter squares. Using the ArcMap tool Slope, the DEM was converted into a new raster image where the 
value of each pixel now corresponded to the slope at that location, measured in percent rise. The next 
step was to measure the mean slope within 800 feet of the centerpoint of each shoreline segment. This 
was accomplished by using the Focal Statistics tool, which creates a new raster dataset where each pixel 
is the mean value of the pixels in the original raster within a given distance of the original pixel. In this 
case, applying Focal Statistics to the slope dataset yielded a raster where each pixel corresponded to 
the mean slope within 800 feet of that pixel’s location. Finally, center points were generated for each 
shoreline segment, the mean slope values were extracted from the raster to the center points, and then 
joined to the shoreline dataset.

DEM
Pixel value = elevation Pixel value = % slope Pixel value = mean of 

slope values within 800 
ft of pixel

Sample mean slope 
value at the center 

point of each shoreline 
segment

Calculates mean of slope 
values within 800 ft of 

each pixel

SLOPE MEAN SLOPE EXTRACT VALUESFOCAL STATISTICS

Figure 3: Focal Statistics Method for Determining Mean Slope
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This method did not include bathymetry - all pixels with values below 0 were eliminated from the DEM 
and replaced with <nodata> prior to the mean slope calculation. An alternative method was tested 
where bathymetry was included in the mean slope calculation, because the applicability of in-water 
strategies is determined by underwater slope, not inland slope. However, when bathymetry was included 
in the slope calculation, differences in shoreline shape (convex or concave vs straight) introduced error 
into the model. In the San Francisco Bay, land underwater is generally more gently sloping than inland. 
Therefore, shoreline segments whose shape resulted in more underwater area being included in the 
calculation received lower mean slope values than shoreline segments whose shape resulted in less 
underwater area being included--even if the actual slope of the two segments was similar. Including 
underwater slope as a separate variable was also considered, but this was not pursued further because 
underwater slope was not one of the variables used in UWAS (see Critique of Methodology for a 
discussion on ways the typology analysis could be improved and tailored to the Bay Area context). In 
addition, inland slope and underwater slope were already highly correlated. For example, the steep 
slopes of the Marin Headlands continue downwards underwater, and the flat topography of the marshes 
in San Jose is mirrored by the flat and shallow bathymetry of the South Bay. 

Category Definitions
The cutoffs for mean slope categories were determined by sampling the mean slope values of portions of 
the San Francisco Bay shoreline known to fit the definitions of the categories used by UWAS. For example, 
gentle slopes were determined by sampling various marsh edges in the South Bay and San Pablo Bay, 
while steep slopes were determined by sampling the Marin Headlands and Angel Island. 

Gentle Slopes
Mean slope within 600 ft is <0.55%

Medium Slopes
Mean slope within 600 ft is between 0.55% and 3.5%

Steep Slopes
Mean slope within 600 ft is >3.5%

Mean Slope:
Point A < Point B

A

B B

A

Mean Slope:
Point A = Point B

More Steep

Less Steep

WITH BATHYMETRY WITHOUT BATHYMETRY

Figure 4: Comparison of Slope Measurements With and Without Bathymetry
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Land Use
Each shoreline segment was also categorized by the most prevalent land use within a quarter mile of the 
segment’s centerpoint. While the coastal morphology typology described above informed the applicability 
ratings of each shoreline segment for upland, shoreline, and in-water adaptation strategies, the land use 
typology informed applicability ratings for site and building-level adaptation strategies.

Data Sources
Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) - 2005 Land Use Inventory (ABAG, 2006)
US Census - American Communities Survey 2011-2015 5-Year Estimates (number of dwelling units per 
block group) (US Census, 2016)

Method 
This ended up being the most complicated and challenging portion of the analysis due to data 
quality and processing limitations. The stated goal was to categorize each shoreline segment by most 
predominant adjacent land use using land use categories that would be comparable to those used by 
UWAS. In fact, the actual UWAS strategy ratings were based more on building typology, for which land 
use was a proxy. Therefore, the land use categories would only be useful if they correlated with building 
typology. This proved to be extremely difficult. The SFEI shoreline dataset crosses nine counties and 
over 50 municipalities, each with its on system of land use cataloguing and land use codes. Quality and 
ease of access to data varied widely. Some municipalities had recently catalogued land use and made 
it publicly available as a downloadable shapefile, while others only had PDF maps that were over a 
decade old.

An initial plan was to compile individual land use maps for each municipality and county, and reclassify 
them into broad categories. However, this would have required becoming intimately acquainted with 
every shoreline municipality’s land use classification system and digitizing every map by hand that was 
not available as a shapefile. The only available Bay Area-wide land use map was a land use inventory 
compiled by the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) in 2005 during the development of Plan 
Bay Area. Although this dataset is 12 years old, it was the best available option. ABAG is currently in the 
process of developing a new land use map as part of the Plan Bay Area update. Unfortunately it was not 
complete in time to be used for this study, but the land use categories for each shoreline segment can be 
updated once this new data becomes available.

The 2005 ABAG Land Use Inventory employed a nested classification system developed by USGS in 
1979 (ABAG, 2006). Each polygon was assigned a code, where the first number corresponds to a broad 
land use category, and each subsequent number corresponds to increasingly specific subcategories. 
Initially, it seemed like a simple matter of collapsing the land use categories. However, in many cases 
this would have resulted categories with wildly varying building typologies and would not have been 
useful for informing site and building level strategy applicability ratings. For example, commercial open 
spaces (such as golf courses or other recreation facilities) were nested within the commercial category, 
but obviously are more similar physically to open spaces than they are to high rise commercial structures. 
Because of this, it was necessary to review every one of the 50+ land use categories within the inventory, 
look at examples of them in the Bay Area, and then reclassify them into the land use categories used by 
UWAS.

For residential land uses, the USGS categories were not descriptive enough to enable classification into 
low, medium, and high density because the highest density residential category was 20 dwelling units per 
acre. In order to arrive at categories comparable to UWAS, it was necessary to assign density estimates 
derived from US Census data to each residential polygon. Once again, a simple methodology was not 
feasible because of the size of the dataset made vector-based processing impossible.
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To get around this, all residential land use polygons were extracted from the land use inventory and 
converted into raster images. Then they were merged with US Census block group polygons (which were 
also converted to raster) using Map Algebra and the total area of residential land in each block group 
was calculated. Next, the average density for residential land in each block group to be calculated by 
dividing the number of dwelling units in each block group by the total area of residential land within 
each block group. This estimate of average density (in dwelling units per acre) by block group was then 
applied to every region of residential land use within that block group.

With the land use dataset reclassified into the necessary categories, the final step was to measure the 
most prevalent land use within a quarter mile of the centerpoint of each line segment. Once again, the 
size of the dataset made vector-based processing impossible. The land use polygons were converted into 
a raster image, where the value of each pixel corresponded to one of the six land use categories. The 
most prevalent land use was measured using a similar method to measuring the mean slope described 
above using the Focal Statistics Tool. While the tool was used in the slope analysis to measure the mean 
value of the slope raster, in this case the tool was used to measure the mode of the values of the land use 
raster within a quarter mile radius. Put more simply, the tool indicated which land use was most common 
within a quarter mile of the centerpoint of each shoreline segment. This information was then joined to the 
shoreline inventory dataset. 
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Figure 5: Method for Estimating Residential Density
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Category Definitions
The first four land use categories match the building typologies for which site and building-level 
adaptation strategy applicability ratings were applied in UWAS. The cutoffs for residential densities 
were determined by sampling densities for examples of each building type and then adjusting them until 
neighborhoods of known densities were correctly classified. The last two categories were not included in 
UWAS, but this was deemed too large of an oversight to replicate, especially given the prevalence of 
both land use types on the San Francisco Bay edge. 

1-2 Family Residential
Residential land in block groups with a density of 0-10 du/acre

Low/Mid Rise Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use
Residential, commercial, and mixed-use land in block groups with a density of 10-35 du/acre

High Rise Residential Commercial/Mixed-Use
Residential, commercial, and mixed-use land in block groups with a density greater than 35 du/
acre

Industrial
Light industrial, heavy industrial, ind/com mixed-use

Major Infrastructure (this category was not included in UWAS)
Airports, maritime ports, power facilities, wastewater and water supply facilities, landfills and 
recycling centers, hospitals with trauma centers, railways and related facilities, highways and 
related facilities

Open Space (this category was not included in UWAS)
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Figure 6: Focal Statistics Method for Determining Most Prevalent Land Use
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Figure 7: Land Use Typology Analysis Flow Chart
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Figure 7: Land Use Typology Analysis Flow Chart (continued)



N10 miles

N10 miles

Results
This section gives a brief regional view of the results of the analysis for each variable and for the overall 
typologies. However, it should be noted that the real value of Bay Adapt is the shoreline dataset, which can be 
explored a more zoomed in level using GIS, or in the interactive web map that is currently in development. 
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This dataset was not part of the 
typology analysis, but is part of the 
Bay Adapt dataset and can be used 
to filter the typology dataset by flood 
risk.
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Figure 10: Coastal Morphology
Typology Map

Figure 10: Coastal Morphology Type Frequency (Entire Bay Area)
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Figure 11: Edge Condition Map

Figure 11: Slope Map
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Figure 12: Exposure to Wave Action Map
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Floating 
Structures

Amphibious 
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Matrices of Applicability
This section replicates the matrices of applicability developed by UWAS (NYC Planning, 2013). Ratings for the 
types not present in New York have been added in lighter gray. 

The Open Space and Critical Infrastructure land use categories were not included in the UWAS study and 
therefore do not have applicability ratings.

A later phase of Bay Adapt will include applicability ratings for these land uses. However, site strategy 
recommendations would be meaningless because open space,m by definition, does not include buildings, and the 
construction types used for critical infrastructure vary enormously. 

Figure 13: Site Strategies for New Construction Figure 14: Site Strategies for Existing Buildings
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Figure 16: Shoreline Strategies
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Figure 6: Full Shoreline Inventory vs 
“First Line of Defense”

COMPLETE SHORELINE INVENTORY

“FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE”

Critique of Methods
The primary goal of this project was to categorize the San Francisco Bay shoreline using a typology that was 
similar enough to NYC’s Urban Waterfront Adaptive Strategies to be able to test the suitability of the UWAS 
model in the San Francisco Bay context. Although there are some differences in methods between the two studies 
(discussed above), modifications were limited in that they could not result in a different typology. Now that the 
UWAS model has been replicated and automated for the San Francisco Bay, this section will critique the methods 
and offer suggestions for how to improve the process.

Edge Condition
Edge condition formed the basis of analysis for both UWAS and Bay Adapt, as in both studies the attributes 
of all other variables were assigned to the shoreline dataset. Without SFEI’s existing shoreline inventory for the 
entire Bay Area, the Bay Adapt study could not possibly have been completed by a single researcher. Because 
the Bay Area and New York have different coastal morphologies, the classification system of their shoreline 
inventories was different. SFEI classified the Bay shoreline into natural shorelines, wetlands, berms, engineered 
levees, embankments, shoreline protection structures, and transportation structures, with fortified or unfortified 
tagged as a separate attribute. UWAS classified the New York shoreline into sandy, marshy, rocky, bulkhead, 
and riprap.

Unlike the Bay Area, New York does not have an extensive system of 
earthen levees and berms. For typology categories, UWAS simplified 
shoreline types into natural or hardened. Earthen levees cannot be 
classified as natural or hardened, so Bay Adapt added a third category - 
soft modified edges--to account for this. However, because no applicability 
ratings from UWAS existed for this new category, the applicability ratings 
for natural edges were also applied to soft modified edges. In a later 
phase, the applicability ratings for this category need to be updated and 
reviewed by coastal adaptation experts.

Another issue with the soft modified category arose from the classification 
system of the original SFEI dataset. SFEI’s shoreline inventory does not 
differentiate between loose riprap and more permanent forms of coastal 
armoring such as concrete--both are tagged as fortified. For the purposes 
of coastal adaptation, it may have be more useful to classify riprap as soft 
modified, as it can be more easily altered than concrete structures (Hill, 
2015). However, because no distinction between these armoring types was 
made in the input dataset, it was impossible to explore this possibility. 

The scope of Bay Adapt was limited to assigning typologies to the 
shoreline segments in the SFEI dataset that were tagged as “first line of 
defense”--meaning that they are the first physical structure touching the 
open waters of the Bay. For example, if a stretch of shoreline consists 
of a marsh in front of an earthen berm which is in turn in front of a salt 
pond that is in front of a larger levee, only the marsh was included in the 
analysis. This decision was made mostly due to time and computational 
limits. Now that the process of automating the assigning of typologies has 
been developed, it would be valuable to extend the analysis to the entire 
shoreline inventory, especially considering the fact that future protective 
infrastructure is unlikely to all be built to hold water back at the existing 
shoreline. 
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Exposure to Wave Action
This variable was the least problematic to assign to shoreline segments due to the existence of a nationally-
recognized dataset, the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps, which legally define areas of coastline that are known 
to experience hazardous waves during storm events. It was also the variable where Bay Adapt methodology 
most closely replicated the UWAS study and probably needs the least modification to be adapted to the San 
Francisco Bay context. One possible issue is that the importance of wave action in assigning coastal morphology 
types for the purposes of sea level rise adaptation is its impact on erosion. Erosion isn’t only caused by extreme 
wave action during storm events, but also by daily waves from tides, wind, and boats. Bay Adapt could be 
improved by incorporating data on daily wave action or tidal velocity.

Slope
Although UWAS used slope language in its typology (gentle, steep, sloping, bluffs), the input dataset was the 
USDA Soil Survey, not actual elevation data. Geomorphology was considered to be a proxy for slope. Bay 
Adapt calculated slope using a digital elevation model and assigned slope categories to shore segments based 
on mean slope within 800 of the centerpoint of each segment. In retrospect, soil data is not simply a proxy for 
slope--it also contains valuable information regarding the erosion potential of coastal areas. In an updated 
version of Bay Adapt, it would be useful to include soil type as a separate category from slope. In addition, Bay 
Adapt only calculated mean slope from topography above topographic zero to avoid the differences in mean 
slope caused by different shoreline shapes (discussed above). Although this appears to have resulted in most 
stretches of shoreline being assigned a logical category, bathymetry clearly has an influence on the applicability 
of different physical adaptation strategies, and should therefore have been included as a separate category. 

Land Use
Assigning land use types to the San Francisco Bay shoreline ended up being one of the most difficult aspects 
of this study due to challenges due to poor data. The best available land use map for the entire San Francisco 
Bay coast was the Land Use Inventory conducted by ABAG as part of the Plan Bay Area process in 2005. In 
addition to the obvious problems associated with using a 12 year old dataset, the system of classification used 
was not conducive to making distinctions between different residential densities. As discussed above, the USGS 
system of land use classification is intended for use throughout the entire United States, not just urban areas, so 
the highest density category is 20 dwelling units per acre. In order to arrive at a land use typology similar to 
UWAS, it was necessary to make the distinction between mid-rise and high rise residential. This was accomplished 
by applying dwelling unit counts for each block group from the American Communities Survey, but this method 
is almost certainly to have introduced some error as it resulted in every region of residential land use in a given 
block group being assigned the same density (and by extension building type). Fortunately, an updated parcel-
level land use map for the entire Bay Area is currently being developed by the Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission. When this dataset becomes publicly available, the land use typology portion of Bay Adapt can be 
re-run with a much less problematic input.

Bay Adapt’s most obvious departure from the UWAS model was the addition of open space and major 
infrastructure as categories within the land use typology. This decision was based on the fact that these land uses 
take up large portions of the San Francisco Bay shoreline, so it would have been a major oversight not to include 
them. However, the purpose of UWAS’s land use typology is to inform the applicability ratings of site-level 
adaptation strategies based on building type. Open space, by definition, does not have man-made structures, 
and major infrastructure does not have a single building type. The site-level adaptation strategies that would 
make sense for an airport are different from that of a maritime port or a wastewater facility. Therefore, it was 
not feasible to develop site strategy applicability ratings for these additional land use types.

The process of assigning land use types to each stretch of shoreline also brought the usefulness of the land use 
analysis into question. Instead of assigning land use types to each stretch of shoreline, UWAS picked a few case 
study areas as representative of the different types of land uses prevalent along the New York shoreline. Bay 
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Adapt instead assigned a land use type to each stretch of shoreline, defined as the most prevalent land use 
within a quarter mile of the centerpoint of the segment. This decision allowed land use types to be assigned to 
each stretch of shoreline and resulted in a useful regional perspective on the common land uses along the Bay 
edge. However, at the scale of 100-ft shoreline segments, assigning the most prevalent land use is not as useful 
as simply being able to view the land use map alongside the shoreline segments categorized by the coastal 
typology based on edge condition, exposure to wave action, and slope. 

Ratings of Likely Applicability
The primary goal of this study was to arrive at typologies comparable to those used in the UWAS study so that 
the previous study’s ratings of likely applicability for physical adaptation strategies could be applied. Therefore, 
it is important to also critique and review the suitability of the applicability ratings. First and foremost, all the 
applicability ratings need to be reviewed by multiple coastal adaptation practitioners in the Bay Area to ensure 
that there is professional consensus that they are appropriate. From an initial review it is already clear that there 
are some issues that need to be resolved. Currently hard/gray infrastructure strategies rate as highly suitable 
for many coastal typologies, giving the impression that they are the best option in most contexts. However, the 
applicability ratings don’t take into account cost, which makes widespread implementation of armored protection 
financially infeasible. The UWAS ratings also do not reflect a growing understanding that landform-based 
adaptation solutions have many advantages over hardened solutions because they can more easily be moved 
or modified to reflect changing conditions (Hill, 2015). In the Bay Area sea level rise adaptation community 
there is a lot of interest in Horizontal Levees (sometimes referred to as ecotone slopes), which is not one of the 
physical adaptation strategies considered by UWAS (Bay Institute, 2013). Finally, in the UWAS model, the land 
use typology informed site and building-level strategies, but not in-water, shoreline, and upland strategies. 
Although this approach was emulated by Bay Adapt, in retrospect it is very problematic. Adjacent land use 
has an enormous influence on the applicability of non-site level strategies. For example, it is unrealistic to 
recommend costly bulkheads to protect open space or recommend constructed wetlands near airports because of 
hazards to aircraft associated with birds. An improved and updated typology would integrate land use into the 
applicability ratings for in-water, shoreline, and upland strategies, or leave it out altogether and let the user of 
the dataset view it alongside a land use map to make judgments about the feasibility of suggested adaptation 
actions. 
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Conclusion & Next Steps
Bay Adapt successfully emulated and automated the UWAS typology analysis, enabling the suitability of 
the UWAS’s matrices of physical adaptation applicability ratings to be tested in the San Francisco context. 
This exercise produced coastal typology and coastal land use datasets that can be used by coastal planners 
throughout the Bay Area. However, it also revealed some areas for improvement (discussed above), both in the 
analysis model itself, and in the applicability ratings. 

The applicability ratings for all strategies and coastal types need a thorough review by sea level rise adaptation 
experts working in the Bay Area. Not only are there currently some gaps in the matrices due to the existence of 
shoreline types not present in New York, but if the tool is to gain any traction, it must reflect consensus and buy-
in from the professionals who would need to endorse it. In addition, the matrices need to be restructured so that 
land-use influences the applicability of in-water, shoreline, and upland strategies. 

The typology model itself needs to be updated as well. The land use portion is limited because of the quality 
and age of the input dataset. This will be remedied when the new Bay Area-wide  MTC land use map 
becomes publicly available. Also, the slope portion of the analysis should be replaced (or complemented by) 
the additional variables of soil type and underwater slope. Soil type can be incorporated using USDA Soil 
Survey Maps, and underwater slope can be calculated using a San Francisco Bay bathymetry digital elevation 
model produced by NOAA. Once these improvements to the model are tested and refined, the analysis should 
be extended to the entire SFEI shoreline inventory dataset, not just the first line of defense, as protective 
infrastructure will realistically be built in many place far behind the existing shoreline. 

After a review process with local coastal adaptation experts, the final phase is to build an interactive web map 
that enables users without GIS experience to explore the dataset. This tool will allow users to view physical 
adaptation strategy applicability ratings for individual stretches of shoreline alongside inundation projections 
from Our Coast Our Future and information on socioeconomic vulnerability to flooding, using a dataset currently 
under development by the BCDC’s Adapting to Rising Tides. A mockup of what the tool will look like is included 
above. This phase will include building a beta version of the tool and then testing it with intended users to ensure 
usability. Once complete, the Bay Adapt tool will fill the gap between high-level regional adaptation planning, 
and local infrastructure design.

BAY ADAPT  MAP   PROJECT  SHORLEINE TYPOLOGIES  ADAPTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE   DATA   CONTACT
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Figure 18: Web Tool Mockup
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